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From:  Griffin,John
To:  Ruggles & Stopitall
Sent: Saturday, April 21, 2012 8:30 AM
Subject: Re: Mr John Griffin - thank you for 
referring Eugene Warren to Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd

Dear Karen, 

With ticks in our woodland although Frontline [popular flea spot-on] or similar products seem to kill 
them once attached I believe an emulsion [diluted Ruggle-it oil mixture/spray] of Ruggle-it prevents or 
deters the initial attachment. 
Since using the product I have found even in summer the dogs do not seemed to be bothered by 
insects in general and I even use it on myself to achieve the same result.  Hopefully it will also deter 
flea and fox mange mites [absolutely – virtually all walking or flying 'critters' run away from Ruggle-
it!].
Obviously I have not undertaken any scientific testing of the product but as far as I am concerned it 
seems to do the job and I have recommended Ruggles and Stopitall to all 19 members of my 
shooting syndicate who have working gun dogs.  Hopefully they to will be converted.
The picture is of Bracken, Mr Westley and Smirf together with myself in the woodland on our dawn 
patrol having checked the pheasant feeders.

Regards John M Griffin, Secretary Great Thorns Shooting Syndicate.

Many thanks to Mr Griffin for taking the time to write this feedback.

Note:  Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones 
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have 

peace of mind that we're not making this up!  All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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